NAP Version 1.2/OIS Version 1.2 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the changes included in the deployment of NAP 1.2 and OIS 1.2 which will occur as a combined deployment. The primary objective of NAP version 1.2 is to improve the user interface experience and simplify the process for requesting and approving applications. The primary objective of OIS version 1.2 is to improve minor defects.

Installation
No user actions required.

New or Changed Functionality

- **NAP**
  - Added mandatory requirement to answer security questions to enable self-reset of password and corrected error of case sensitivity for Username.
  - Added additional displays and options for NAP Account Manager screen.
  - Added time out feature at two hours of inactivity for increased security.
  - Added reminder messages for password expiration beginning at 10 days prior to expiration through one day past expiration.

Change Requests and Defects Fixed in this Version

- **NAP**
  - Improved user interface by labeling all icons for functionality, correcting scroll functionality and adding Help Desk contact information on initiation screen.
  - Simplified the process for requesting access to an additional application by an existing user.
  - Clarified user email message for new User Accounts.
  - Added clarification to User Account Request screen for information required.

- **OIS**
  - Added Refresh button.
  - Corrected incorrect display on various screens.
  - Corrected incorrect error message.